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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 
Mount Baldy Zen Center 

Day  Two Dai- Sesshin,  August 9, 1999 

Translator: Shinzen 

Mumonkan Case Two 

Hyakujo’s Fox 
translated by R.H. Blyth 

THE CASE 
 Whenever Hyakujo delivered a sermon, a certain old man was always 
there listening to it together with the monks; when they left the Hall, he left also.  
One day, however, he remained behind, and Hyakujo said to him, “Who may you 
be?”  The old man replied,      “Yes; I am not a human being.  
 

Hyakujo Osho, Zen Master Hyakujo appears in this text that we’re 

reading from the ancient Chinese classic.  There is much recorded in history 

about this particular osho, this particular Zen master.  In any event, what we 

can certainly say in simplicity is that he was one of the masters in the lineage, 

the transmission of the lamp so to speak.  So it goes without saying that he was 

a master who appeared as one who had completely and totally fathomed what is 

meant by Tathagata Zen. 

As I always point out, there are lots of different “Zens” in this world.  

Although there are all sorts of different “Zens”, as long as it is called Zen, it is 

folded within this Tathagata Zen.  And what does Tathagata Zen refer to?  It 

refers to the Zen that we are practicing here and we are practicing now! 

What we mean by Tathagata Zen is that all beings appear, they go 

through a process of evolving, and they come to manifest a complete Self, 

inevitably, ultimately.  But whatever comes into existence also inevitably 

passes away.  So, all things are produced, but also all things are led out of 

existence into disappearance. 

What Tathagata Zen says is that we must manifest the wisdom that 
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clearly understands just who it is who causes all beings to come into existence 

and leads all beings down the path of dissolution.  Buddhism says that 

inevitably we are drawn to the conclusion that the activity that gives birth to all 

things and leads all things down the path of dissolution must, in fact, consist 

precisely of those two activities: the activity of life and the activity of death.  

And these two activities are contrasting activities. 

 

So all existing beings, from the rocks, the insects, the mollusks, the fishes, 

the birds, the bees, all existing beings arise from the interplay of these two 

contrasting doings.  So all beings owe their existence to this activity and 

inevitably, all beings will eventually encounter the activity of dissolution. 

People want repose of spirit.  People want security and fulfillment.  

But according to Buddhism, security, fulfillment, repose of spirit, liberation are 

not going to come about by simply making a lot of money or getting a 

reputation.  But rather they will come about only when one knows clearly this 

activity. 

When we look at the range of beings, it is truly vast.  Starting with, as I 

mentioned, the rocks themselves through the plants, we can classify many kinds 

of beings.  Although there are many different forms of beings, the fact is, 

according to Buddhism, is that every single one of these will manifest a complete 

state wherein there is true rest, true repose.  The rock as a rock will manifest 

complete rock.  The plant as a plant manifests complete plant.  The bug as a 

bug manifests complete bug.  The bird as a bird manifests complete bird.  The 

human as human manifests complete human. 

And as I mentioned, it is precisely when a being manifests a complete 

being as that being that, according to Shakyamuni, they know true satisfaction, 

true fulfillment.   
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So the question is then, who knows this state of complete Self?  The 

rocks, the plants, the bugs, right up to the general mammals, they have not yet 

evolved a consciousness to know things, so they don’t need to know their own 

state of completeness.  They merely manifest it. 

Now it may be though that birds or animals have a little bit of the 

knowing faculty that resembles the knowing faculty of the human.  But 

certainly according to Buddhism, a bird or a beast does not have the knowing 

faculty like a human being.  A human being can know (him)self as an object, can 

know “I am” “I exist”.  (A human being) can know the existence of ego and a 

human being can also know that when they manifest a complete experience of 

that Self, then they experience fulfillment and satisfaction. 

So what we mean by a human being is that product of evolution that has 

evolved to the point where they can know their incomplete Self, the Self who 

proclaims “I am.”  And they can also know what happens when they experience 

a complete Self.  In other words, in a human being there are these two 

potential modes of knowing. 

Now it is the teaching of Buddhism that we have to really understand 

under what conditions does an incomplete Self arise, under what conditions 

does a complete Self arise?  And the practice of this understanding is what we 

mean by Tathagata Zen.  According to Tathagata Zen, if one has been born as a 

human being, and yet cannot manifest the understanding about the principle 

which underlies the appearance of incomplete Self and the principle which 

underlies the appearance of complete Self, if one has been born as a human 

being and yet does not learn these things, then one has not yet really been a 

human being. 

But whether one knows or does not know, the fact is that from the rocks 

right up to the human beings, the fact is that all forms of existence manifest the 
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two types of Self: The complete and the incomplete.  It’s just a matter of 

whether one knows or does not know the underlying principle. 

If you understand this principle, then you will be able to manifest the 

wisdom that understands the process of birth and understands the process of 

death.  So, as I said, what we mean by Tathagata Zen is to come to understand 

this fundamental principle of things, the principle that underlies the appearance 

of complete and incomplete Self, to understand that based on practice. 

So, inevitably we have to acknowledge two principles: a principle that 

gives birth, a principle that causes existence, and another principle that negates 

existence, that negates the Self.  What Buddhism teaches is that these two 

opposite activities arise exactly simultaneously.  This is very, very difficult. 

The tendency for just about anybody is to think that life must come first, 

then we go through a process, then death comes afterwards.  First life, then 

death.  That’s the usual way of looking at things.  When I said that this is 

difficult, I meant that this is difficult to conceive of, difficult to even imagine 

because it seems completely contradictory.  The idea that exactly the same 

time, both life and death arise, this is the extraordinary concept that we are 

asked to actually experience. 

My purpose in giving a teisho on this text, Hyakujo’s Fox, is to acquaint 

you with something that you have probably never heard before, that is 

absolutely extraordinary: the idea that there could be a simultaneous 

functioning of what are exact opposites, diametric opposites.  We can speak in 

terms of plus or minus, or expansion and contraction.  What do we mean by 

expansion?  That activity that forms male is what we mean by expansion.  

What do we mean by contraction (is) that activity that forms female.  There are 

so many ways to describe the contrast, but the idea, the rather unprecedented 

concept that life and death arise at the very same instant, is what I want you to 
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get. 

In Tathagata Zen, we can teach you what we mean by plus and minus, 

diametric opposite doings simultaneously occurring.  We can teach you that in 

a simple way by taking as a concrete example of that the breathing process.  

There’s an ancient manual called the “Abhidharma Kosha”  which is a detailed 

description of all aspects of Buddhism.  But if you look in there, there is 

certainly a description of breath meditation, but you won’t find the tiniest hint 

that in-breathing and out-breathing occur simultaneously. 

Now there is a practice called “Anapana”, mindfulness of the breathing.  

Initially with this practice, one teaches that you are fully aware of breathing in 

and then you’re fully aware of breathing out.  But nowhere will you find in the 

corpus of Buddhist literature a description of “Anapana” practice in terms of 

simultaneously breathing in and out. 

So, if you think you breathe in first and then you breathe out, or you 

breathe out first and then you breathe in, you’re not practicing Tathagata 

breath.  If one were to state the case in an extreme way, we could say that Zen 

that does not describe the simultaneous arising of plus and minus is erroneous 

Zen.  This is a mind-boggling thing.  It’s mind boggling because, just as 

in-breath and out-breath occur simultaneously, life and death arise at the same 

instant. 

So, what’s the very first thing that one learns in Tathagata Zen practice?  

The very beginning of the whole thing is to teach people that life and death arise 

simultaneously.  This life and death simultaneously arising, plus and minus 

simultaneously arising, or if you will, you could describe the contrast in terms of 

tatha-gata, the thus going, and tatha-agata, the thus coming.  But in any event, 

the point is that the activities are opposite and the Self arises each time, having 

these two activities as its very content. 
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If you want to talk about good and evil, then what people mean by good 

is the plus activity, and what people mean by evil is the minus activity.  If you 

think that you arise just with the plus activity, that means that you have reject, 

left out the minus activity.  You have left out evil! 

Since plus is the activity that makes male, a man arises having the activity 

of plus as content, but has left out the activity of minus.  Conversely, a woman 

arises as having the activity of minus as content, but has left out the activity of 

plus. 

Now, if that’s as far as it goes, then male and female will always be in 

contrast.  But, what Tathagata Zen reminds us of, is the fact that when we first 

appear, we have as our content both the activity of going and coming.  That is 

to say, we are not one-sided into male or one-sided into female.  We do not 

reject the male, the minus.  We do not reject the plus. 

So initially, there is no leaving out of plus or minus.  There is no 

one-sidedness.  But we can say that when the Self first appears, it always has 

both in-breathing and out-breathing as its content.  But, most people 

uncritically affirm the Self as “thing.”  They simply assume that “I am a thing.”  

And therefore there cannot arise within them an understanding of the basic 

principles of life and death within which that Self arises.  And it is for this 

reason that their mode of functioning for consciousness can’t see things as they 

are.  Because it thinks that life comes first and death comes after. 

 

Initially, there is no Self that believes, “I am” as an object.  And before 

there is that Self as an object, before that Self appears, the father and mother of 

that Self also have not yet appeared.  Before a Self appears, there is no world 

called past or future.  Past and future arise when the present arises.  And the 

present arises when past and future arise. 
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The state before past, present and future arise is referred to as a state of 

the Source.  As I mentioned, Tathagata Zen is that which contains all Zen within 

it.  So this state in which past, present and future have vanished, in other words 

that contains all of past, present and future, is called the state of the Source 

because it is from that that the Self issues forth.  It is from that that the 

surrounding scene, the world is born.  And because beings that live and beings 

that die arise from this Source, we are inevitably led to the conclusion that the 

Source itself must do the activity of life and death. 

These contrasting doings, life / death, going / coming, happen in the 

Source simultaneously without a scintilla of will or desire.  And so, what is a 

Buddha?  Who was Siddhartha Gautama?  (He) was that person who grew up, 

matured to the point of having an understanding of this dynamic doing that we 

call the Source.  Now, Siddhartha was of course a being.  So in Tathagata Zen 

we have to investigate: How did this being arise from the dynamic activity of 

going and coming? 

And of course, all beings appear from this Source in exactly the same way 

that the Buddha did.  So we have to be able to experience how an ant or a 

mosquito or any of the myriad forms of beings actually arise from the polar 

doing that is the Source.   

Going and coming.  Plus and minus.  Life and death.  What we mean 

by the activity of the Source is the spontaneous activity that is polarized in these 

numerous ways.  And to know that is what we mean by Tathagata Zen. 

Now, these two activities cannot be seen with the eye.  That is to say 

that the state of the pure doing of the Source, no Self has yet arisen.  But 

because all things arise from that Source, all things eventually evolve to know 

that Source.  So, what we mean by Tathagata Zen is showing the wisdom that 

you have regarding how the Source functions. 
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As I said, in the Source there is no ego, there is no “atman” yet.  There is 

just the effortless, automatic doing of thus-going and thus-coming.  Now that 

activity of the Source alternates between two states, endlessly: A state wherein 

plus and minus unite, and a state in which plus and minus polarize and come into 

contrast, polarizing, neutralizing, polarizing, neutralizing, alternating back and 

forth between those states is what we mean by the doing of the Source. 

But, in that repetitive activity, there is no Self!  There is no ego yet.  

So, Tathagata Zen then asks all of us, “Who knows this activity of the Source?”  

Inevitably, a time comes, a season so to speak, wherein the activity of the Source 

gives rise to a Self who can know the activity of the Source.  In other words, 

inevitably a time comes, a situation is manifested wherein the activity of the 

Source doesn’t merely neutralize and polarize, unite and contrast over and over 

again, but upon polarizing, upon contrasting goes beyond mere contrast and the 

two doings pull apart, separate. 

Now this going beyond mere polarization to actual separation, how does 

this take place?  It takes place by the two activities fermenting space into its 

existence between them.  So, where then does the space come from?  When I 

say space, I mean incomplete space.  (I mean) an interval, so to speak, that 

separates them.  And what causes that interval, that incomplete space?  

Where does it come from?  It arises by receiving a tiny portion of the activity of 

plus, maybe a billionth, and a tiny portion of the activity of minus, a billionth of 

that. 

Then, what do we mean by complete space?  In Buddhism, the limited 

space, the incomplete space is called “kukan” and the complete space is called 

“koku”.  Now what does koku  mean?  Koku is none other than the entire 

universe.  So the universe is complete space, and it goes without saying that 

the source of complete space is the activity of plus and minus.   
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And as I always point out, what is meant by complete space is that which 

has complete plus and minus as its content.  There is no world other than this 

space.  So we can describe the universe as being unique. 

 

(Bell rings to signal end)  The chime has rung but I need to clarify this 

point a bit further, so I’ll talk a bit more. 

In complete space, there is no Self to confuse inside without outside.  So 

there is no inside or outside.  That is what I meant by unique, that is to say that 

nothing stands in contrast to it.  If a person claims that they’re studying 

Tathagata Zen, we have a koan for them.  “Imagine that heaven were to fall to 

earth.  How do you manifest complete space?” 

If you do not have the understanding to manifest this koan, you can’t 

claim to have practiced Tathagata Zen.  That’s why I’m speaking so 

energetically on this point.  So, according to Tathagata Zen, when plus and 

minus separate, that’s when incomplete space is born.  And where does that 

incomplete space come from?  Well, as I mentioned before, it comes by 

receiving, shall we say, a billionth of the activity of plus and a billionth of the 

activity of minus. 

Now this is the important point.  When the activity of plus gives a 

billionth of its activity, issues forth, pours forth let’s say a billionth of its activity, 

and the activity of minus pours forth a billionth of its activity, in order to create 

their offspring, their child which is called the present, the activity of plus is no 

longer a pure activity of plus because it lacks a billionth of its doing.  Likewise, 

the activity of minus is no longer a complete activity of minus.  A billionth of 

the doing has been given up, has been issued forth, has been conferred.  

Therefore, that which surrounds that present, that child from within and without 

is an incomplete minus and an incomplete plus.  And that’s why inside the 
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great universe there appeared three incomplete worlds.  When I say three 

incomplete worlds, this is, of course, what we call the material world. 

But even that material world, those three incomplete worlds, of course 

appear within the activity of plus and minus.  They are contained within the 

one giant, complete space.  So the beginning of the material world is when the 

incomplete Self and its parent’s incomplete plus and minus appear.   

 

If you say you’re practicing Tathagata Zen, but you cannot manifest the 

wisdom that understands how it is that this material world arises; if you cannot 

manifest the wisdom that understands what the spiritual world, (although spirit 

may not be the best term, it contrasts to the material world, that which 

underlies it could be described as the spiritual world), if you cannot manifest the 

wisdom that understands how material arises and what is the nature of the 

creator’s spirit, then you don’t have a snowball in hell’s chance of ever 

understanding Tathagata Zen. 

Now, when the Self first arises because it’s only got a billionth of plus and 

minus, it is by definition, incomplete.  Although it is incomplete, it has both plus 

and minus.  Therefore, it is human.  That which has complete plus and minus 

as its content is Tathagata, the Cosmic Buddha, Mahavairochana.  There’s only 

the Cosmic Buddha then, no past, no future. 

So upon arising an incomplete Self sees past, present and future as 

objects.  So, an incomplete Self, by definition, says, “I’m not completed yet.  

I’m an incomplete human.”  But Mahavairochana, the Cosmic Buddha doesn’t 

talk about being incomplete.  Why?  Because in the Cosmic Buddha the world 

of the material has vanished. 

I’ll talk more in detail about this tomorrow, but the point is that the 

incomplete Self inevitably comes to have the totality of plus and minus as its 
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content, comes to manifest itself as none other than the Cosmic Buddha.  This 

Mahavairochana, this Cosmic Buddha, is therefore also referred to as the 

Dharmakaya, the Body of the Dharma.  It is the manifestation of the whole 

universe.  So until you can understand that the entire universe is your content, 

you can’t say that you’ve practiced Tathagata Zen. 

The Master Hyakujo would be an example of a person who had 

completely mastered through practice Tathagata Zen.  But even Hyakujo had a 

time when he was an incomplete Hyakujo.  And concerning that, I will speak 

tomorrow. 

 

終 

the end 

 


